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We calculate the exact autocorrelation exponentl and persistence exponentu, and also amplitudes,
in the dilute limit of phase ordering for dimensionsd $ 2. In the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner limit of
conserved order parameter dynamics we findu  gde, a universal constant times the volume fraction
For autocorrelations,l  d at intermediate times, with a late time crossover tol $ dy2 1 2. We also
derive l and u for globally conserved dynamics and relate these to theq ! `–state Potts model and
soap froths, proposing new poisoning exponents. [S0031-9007(97)04799-6]

PACS numbers: 64.60.Cn, 05.40.+ j, 82.20.Mj
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While much has been learned about the coarsen
kinetics that follows a temperature quench from a sing
phase to a multiphase state [1], relatively little ha
been established for certain recently introduced dynami
exponents. It is accepted that the characteristic len
scale of strongly correlated regions grows as a pow
law in time, L , t1yz , with universal z [1]. Most
nonconserved order parameter systems yieldz  2, and
those with scalar conserved order parameter dynam
yield z  3, independentof the system dimensionalityd
or of conserved quantities such as the volume fracti
e of the minority phase. Consequently, persistence [
11] and autocorrelation [12–17] exponents,u and l,
respectively, are being explored in the hope that th
contribute to a characteristic set of universal expone
analogous to those of equilibrium criticality. Howeve
fundamental questions remain about the universality
these new exponents, and even of the existence of po
laws in the relevant quantities.

The persistence exponentu, introduced in the experi-
mental study of breath figures [2], is defined by th
power-law decay,Pst1, t2d , t2u

2 , of the probability that
a stochastic variable has not crossed some threshol
typically its mean—between the timest1 andt2 [3]. We
consider the persistence of alocal scalar order paramete
fsr, td (rescaled so that in equilibriumf  61), given
by the fraction of the system that has not undergone ph
change betweent1 andt2 [4].

In d  1, u has been calculated exactly for the non
conservedq-state Potts model [5] and has been show
to be universal by renormalization group methods in t
Ising (q  2) case [6]. In higher dimensions, studies hav
focused on diffusion models [7], which exhibit nontrivia
values ofu, and on related Gaussian approximations f
nonconserved ordering kinetics [7,8]. Ford  2, these
approximate results compare well with simulations [9,1
and with experiments on twisted nematic liquid crysta
[11], an Ising analog. However, there have been
0031-9007y97y79(24)y4842(4)$10.00
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previous studies of persistence for conserved coarsen
dynamics.

In phase-ordering systems the autocorrelation fun
tion, Ast1, t2d ; kfsr, t1dfsr, t2dl 2 kfl2, decays asymp-
totically as Ast1, t2d , fLst1dyLst2dgl, which definesl

[1,12]. For nonconserved scalar coarsening,l has been
measured experimentally ind  2 [13] and calculated
in d  1 [14]. Approximate calculations and numerica
results have been obtained for variouse and d [15] in
the case ofglobally conserved dynamics—i.e., a noncon
served order parameter (hencez  2) subject to a con-
straining field that maintains the total volume fraction o
each phase.Locally conserved dynamics has been stu
ied numerically in two [16,17] and three [17] dimensions
and a formal asymptotic bound,l $ dy2 1 2, has been
established by Yeung, Rao, and Desai (YRD) [16], b
otherwise little theoretical progress has been made.

In this Letter, we study persistence and autocorrelatio
for both locally and globally conserved dynamics. W
focus on the asymptotic late stage regime which follow
a quench to a subcritical temperatureT , Tc, in the limit
of vanishing volume fraction,e ! 01. This is the limit
of the classic Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theory
which firmly establishedz  3 for dilute locally conserved
coarsening [1,18]. We use the LSW theory in a simila
spirit to obtainu andl. A summary of our results follows.

For locally conserved dynamics we computeu for all
d $ 2 and demonstrate that (i) the persistence decays
a power law,Pst1, t2d , st1yt2du, (ii) the exponent is a
function of the volume fraction, going as

u  gde (1)

in the smalle limit, and (iii) gd is universal in that it
does not depend on the surface tension, quench de
temperature, or mobility, withg2 . 0.390 08, and g3 .
0.509 45. A large-d expansion gives the asymptotic serie

gd 
p

3dy8p

"
1 1

kX
m1

amd2m 1 Osd2k21d

#
, (2)
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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which is quite accurate ind  2, 3 when truncated atk 
3 [19,20]. We also compute the ordere3y2 corrections to
(1) in d  3.

For the autocorrelation function we findl  d as
e ! 01, with explicit universal expressions for both th
amplitudeand logarithmic corrections. We also presen
a physical scaling argument that predicts a crossover
l $ dy2 1 2 for any finite e, after t2 * e23ydt1, thus
satisfying the YRD bound [16].

Next we consider globally conserved (GC) dynamic
again in the smalle limit, and find u to have the same
form (1), with a different universalgGC

d . In particular,
g

GC
2 . 0.487 97 andg

GC
3 . 0.624 50. In larged

gGC
d 

p
dy2p f1 2

1
3 d21 1

43
288 d22 1 Osd23dg , (3)

which is highly accurate for alld [20]. The larged
asymptote,u . 0.40e

p
d is similar to the approximate

resultu . 0.15
p

d obtained ate  1
2 [7] (where the GC

dynamics is equivalent to nonconserved). The autocor
lation exponent isl  d [15], with no crossover expected
at late times. We also find universal amplitudesand loga-
rithmic corrections.

Finally we draw a connection between the above resu
for persistencein GC dynamics withpoisoning(defined
below) in soap froths. First, there is some evidenc
mainly ind  2, that soap froths have the same asympto
dynamics as the nonconservedq-state Potts model in the
q ! ` limit [21]. Second, the coarsening of theq-state
Potts model and that of GC dynamics withe  1yq were
shown to be equivalent asq ! `, within a Gaussian
approximation scheme [15]. However, the details of t
topological rearrangements may be different between P
models and soap froths [21], and, further, while both Po
models and soap froths have vertices, GC systems do

Nevertheless, numerical studies found little differen
in l between the Potts and GC models [15], implyin
that they may lie in the same dynamic universality clas
Also, the Potts persistence exponent, which measures
volume never visited by a wall, is given via the GC co
respondence byu  dy2 asq ! ` [22], consistent with
Potts simulations [9,23] and with experiments ond  2
soap froths [24]. To further explore these analogies,
define a new set ofpoisoningexponentsuS that give the
decay of volume that has never been visited by any
a set of phases that occupy atotal volume fractionS.
This poisoning should provide a more delicate test of t
underlying dynamics than autocorrelations or persisten
and may be directly explored via simulations of Pot
models and experiments on foams [25]. By use of t
GC correspondence we obtain, forS ø 1,

uS  gGC
d S . (4)

We begin with the LSW theory, which applies to
widely separated drops of minority phase ase ! 01.
This theory provides the only solution of a phase-orderi
system ind . 1 with topological defects—in this case
with domain walls. Drops of radiusR evolve according
t
to

s,

re-

lts

e,
ic

e
tts

tts
ot.
e
g
s.
the
-

e

of

e
ce
s
e

g

to R2 ÙR  adsRyRc 2 1d, where ad is a nonuniversal
constant [1] and the dot indicates a time derivative. He
Rc  s 4

9 adtd1y3 , L is the critical radius, where drops
shrink for R , Rc and grow forR . Rc. The density
nsR, td of droplets of sizeR at time t obeys a continuity
equationÙn  2≠Rs ÙRnd, which leads to a scaling solution
ndsR, td  Rcstd2d21fdsRyRcd, with

fdsxd 
eFdx2 expf2dys3 2 2xdg

s3 1 xd114dy9s3 2 2xd215dy9
, (5)

and fd  0 for x $ 3y2 [1,26,27]. The normal-
ization constant Fd is determined by the volume
fraction of the minority phase,e  Vd

R`
0 dx fdsxd xd ,

where Vd ; pdy2yGs1 1
1
2 dd is the unit d-sphere

volume. This givesF2 . 37.752 and F3 . 186.13,
and the large-d expansion VdFd  ed21y218dy9 3p

27dyp f1 1
Pk

m1 amd2m 1 Osd2k21dg [19]. The
total number density of drops can be shown to b
nstd  eFdys4d3dedy3d fRcstdg2d .

The droplet growth equation can be written in terms
the scaled sizex ; RyRcstd as 3tx2 Ùx  2sx 1 3d sx 2
3
2 d2; where Ùx , 0 for all x $ 0. This may be integrated
to give the trajectory

tf  ts1 1
1
3 xd4y3s1 2

2
3 xd5y3 expf2xys3 2 2xdg , (6)

which is parametrized by the time of complete evaporati
tf . From (6), we find an expansion fort1 ø t2 # tf

which will prove to be useful:

xst1d 
3
2 f1 2 dst1yt2d 1 · · ·g , (7)

where dst1yt2d  1yflnst2yt1d 1
5
3 ln lnst2yt1dg. This

leading correction toxst1d, related to the essential sin
gularity in fdsxd at x 

3
2 , is universaland independent

of xst2d.
Using these LSW results, we can calculateP,st1, t2d,

the persistent or unpoisoned volume fraction of minori
phase, andP.st1, t2d, that of the majority phase. The
total persistent volumeP  P. 1 P, will decay with
the slower of the two unpoisoned fractions.

Only droplets that have survived to timet2 contribute
to P,, the unpoisonedminority phase, and their density
decays asn , R2d

2 , t
2dy3
2 , using the notationRi ;

Rcstid. The density of droplets that have survived an
aresmallerat t2 than they were att1 is

R2d
2

Z x1st1yt2d1y3

0
dx fdsxd , R2d23

2 , t
2dy321
2 , (8)

where we have used the smallx behaviorfdsxd , x2 for
t2 ¿ t1 andRc , t1y3. Hence, droplets that have shrun
comprise a vanishing fraction of those surviving att2,
so that no surviving droplets have been poisoned at tim
t2 ¿ t1. Consequently,P, is asymptotically the number
density nst2d times the volume at the initial timet1 of
those largest droplets,Vdfxst1dR1gd. Usingxst1d from (7),

P,st1, t2d 
1
4 eBdst1yt2ddy3f1 2 ddst1yt2d 1 · · ·g , (9)
4843
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where Bd  FdVdys2ddedy3d, with B2 . 7.6115 and
B3 . 11.951, and the leading logarithmic corrections
dst1yt2d are universal.

The majority phase, with unpoisoned volume fractio
P., can only be poisoned by growing drops, i.e., tho
with R . Rc. Since the drop positions are uncorrelate
in the dilute limit [18]—the key feature which make
the LSW theory soluble—it follows that the unpoisone
regions must be uncorrelated as well, leading to

≠tP
.st1, td  2 ÙystdP.st1, td , (10)

where Ùystd is the rate of encroachment by the minorit
phase. From the LSW theory we have

Ùystd 
Z Rmax

Rc

dR VdRd≠tnsR, td  VdRd
c nsRc, td ÙRc ,

(11)

where the second equality comes from mass conserva
of drops larger thanRcstd, i.e., ≠t

R3y2
1 dx xdfdsxd  0.

Using Rc ~ t1y3, we obtain Ùy  Vdfds1dys3td ; egdyt
where

gd  FdVdys4114dy93edd (12)

is a universal constant. Combining (10) and the initi
condition,P.st1, t1d  1 2 e, we find

P.st1, t2d  s1 2 ed ft1yt2ggde, (13)

so P. indeed decays as a power law. Remarkably, th
result is valid for allt2 . t1 in the scaling regime, not just
whent2 ¿ t1. As expected,P. decays slower thanP, ,
and soPst1, t2d , P.st1, t2d, leading to Eq. (1) foru.

In order to derivel from the persistence, it is con-
venient to change field variables toc  sf 1 1dy2
(with minority phasec  1 and majorityc  0), giv-
ing kcl  e and the autocorrelation functionAst1, t2d 
4fkcsr, t1dcsr, t2dl 2 e2g. The two-time average is then
the probability of finding a given point inside minority
droplets at botht1 and t2. The contribution from un-
poisoned regions is exactlyP,st1, t2d, whereas poisoned
regions that find themselves in a droplet again att2 con-
tribute fe 2 P,st1, t2dg2. To leading order ine,

Ast1, t2d  eBdsR1yR2ddf1 2 ddst1yt2d 1 · · ·g , (14)

giving l  d in the dilute limit (this was noted before in
the GC case [15]). This exponent depends solely on
existence of a scaling distribution of uncorrelated drop
in the LSW limit the details of the drop distribution an
evolution serve only to determine the universal amplitu
and leading logarithmic corrections.

We expect (14) to hold forR2 much less than the
drop separation att1, eR1 , e21ydR1. For e ! 01 this
is forever. Below we discusse . 0, where the drop
separation is finite and correlations must be considered

We turn now to globally conserved dynamics, where t
analog of LSW theory was given by Sire and Majumd
[15]. Droplet growth follows ÙR  adf1yRcstd 2 1yRg,
where Rcstd represents a time-dependent applied fie
tuned to maintain the volume fractione. Combining the
4844
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droplet growth with the continuity equation, as in LSW
we find a scaling solution for the droplet density,nsR, td 
R2d21

c fGCsRyRcd, when Rcstd  s 1
2 adtd1y2, with the

distribution

fGC
d sxd  eFGC

d xs2 2 xd2d22 expf22dys2 2 xdg (15)

for x , 2, and fd  0 otherwise. The normalization
condition e  Vd

R`
0 dx xdfGC

d sxd, determines FGC
d ,

with FGC
2 . 16.961 and FGC

3 . 120.29. A large-d
expansion yields the excellent approximationVdFGC

d 
e2d

p
2dyp f1 2 1

3 d21 1
43
288 d22 2

1033
25920 d23 1 Osd24dg.

The droplet density isnGCstd  eFGC
d s2ed2dyd [20]. In-

tegrating the scaled growth equation,2tx Ùx  2s2 2 xd2,
gives the trajectorytf  t s1 2

1
2 xd2 expf2xys2 2 xdg.

Hence, drops surviving to timet2 ¿ t1 have

xst1d  2f1 2 dGCst1yt2d 1 · · ·g , (16)

where the leading correction is dGCst1yt2d 
2yflnst2yt1d 1 2 ln lnst2yt1dg. The density of drops
that are smaller att2 than att1 decays asR2d22

2 , so these
are again negligible asymptotically. Consequently, th
autocorrelation functionAst1, t2d  4P,st1, t2d is

Ast1, t2d  eBGC
d sR1yR2ddf1 2 ddGCst1yt2d 1 · · ·g ,

(17)

with BGC
d  VdFGC

d ysdedd, givingBGC
2 . 3.6057, BGC

3 .
8.3623. The leading logarithmic corrections indGCst1yt2d
are universal.

The calculation of majority poisoning and persistenc
goes through the same as before, using (11) and (1
with the resultu  g

GC
d e. The different growth exponent

Rc , t1y2 gives g
GC
d  VdfGC

d s1dy2  VdFGC
d e22dy2.

The result is (3).
Up to this point, calculations of, say,fdsxd have been

for the leadingOsed term, for which the drops may be
regarded as uncorrelated. Higher order effects such
droplet collisions and diffusion-mediated interactions wil
lead to correlations in the drop sizes and positions. How
ever, screening of the diffusion field has been shown
d  3 to contributeOse3y2d corrections foruncorrelated
drops [27–29], which is thus believed to represent th
leading correction to LSW theory, with correlations com
ing in only at Ose2d [28]. Note that with GC dynamics
there is no diffusion field, hence the leading correction
due to collisions, are expected to be ofOse2d.

With our existing machinery, then, we can compute th
leading corrections to the LSW exponents. Since drop
are uncorrelated toOse3y2d, l  d remains unchanged.
However, the distribution function is̃f3sxd  f3sxd f1 1

e1y2hG3 1 g3sxdjg 1 Ose2d, with

g3sxd  b0

"
2 ln

√
3 1 x
3
2 2 x

!
1

14
x 1 3

1
64x 2 87

4s3 2 2xd2

#
,

(18)

where b0  1
9

p
pF3ye . 1.6297, and we have main-

tained x ; RyRc [20]. The normalization condition
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determinesG3 . 23.4047. This leads, via (11), to the
persistence exponentu . 0.50945e 2 0.14969e3y2 1

Ose2d.
The leading correction tol for e . 0 is of a dif-

ferent nature. At sufficiently late timest2, l becomes
strongly dependent on correlation effects [20]. Th
occurs when drops grow to be larger than their earli
spacing, R2 * eR1 , e21ydR1. Then the autocorre-
lation function is no longer given by the unpoisone
minority volume fraction, since each drop att2 covers
many drops from t1. As a result, the decay of auto-
correlations becomes dominated by the fluctuations
drop density att1, which are described by the corre
lations. To see this, we use the small-k behavior of
the structure,Ssk, td ; kckc2kl , Rd14

c k4 [30,31]. At
time t1, the fluctuationsdVc in the volume covered by
c  1 within an region of sizeR2 is (up to numerical
factors) dV2

c ,
R

ddk
RR2

0 ddr
RR2

0 ddr 0e2ikr 0

Ssk, t1d ,
R2d

2

R1yR2

0 ddkSsk, t1d, thus dVc , 6R
sd14dy2
1 R

sd24dy2
2 .

In the case that the drops att2 coincide with positive
fluctuations in the drop density att1, this volumedVc

will be contributed toAst1, t2d for every drop att2, of
number density1yRd

2 . This gives the autocorrelation
decay Ast1, t2d , sR1yR2dsd14dy2, which saturates the
YRD bound [16]. In the case of weaker correlation
between drops att2 and fluctuations in drop density att1,
the autocorrelations decay faster. With both cases,
recover the YRD boundl $ dy2 1 2. Comparison with
the e ! 01 resultl  d shows that, at least ford , 4,
the asymptotic decay of autocorrelations becomes fas
when correlations suppress fluctuations in the drop dens
at large length scales.

In summary, we have demonstrated the existence
power laws in the autocorrelations, persistence, and p
soning of LSW and GC systems forT , Tc coarsen-
ing, and have calculated the exact asymptotic amplitud
and exponents. Our results are universal for isotrop
systems such as polymer blends (before hydrodynam
regimes). While the exponentu is small in the dilute
regime, it should be measurable since (13) holds for
t2 . t1.

In the future, we hope that the poisoning exponentsuS

are measured for foams and large-q Potts models as a sen-
sitive probe of their equivalence, and compared with (4
It would also be worthwhile to extend the independent in
terval approximation [7] to the dilute globally conserve
case, to further explore the commongd ,

p
d asymptote.

Finally, our late-time crossover and logarithmic correc
tions in the autocorrelations may survive in larger filling
fractions. Studyingl and its crossover as a function o
e may resolve the current ambiguities [16,17] about aut
correlation decay in conserved systems.

We thank Alan Bray and Claude Godrèche for dis
cussions. B. P. L. was supported by an NRC Resear
Associateship; A. D. R. was supported by EPSRC Gra
No. GRyJ78044.
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